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We describe the geometry, constraints and algorithmic
implementation for metric rectification of planes. The recti-
fication allows metric properties, such as angles and length
ratios, to be measured on the world plane from a perspect-
ive image.

The novel contributions are: first, that in a stratified
context the various forms of providing metric information,
which include a known angle, two equal though unknown
angles, and a known length ratio; can all be represented
as circular constraints on the parameters of an affine trans-
formation of the plane — this provides a simple and uniform
framework for integrating constraints; second, direct recti-
fication from right angles in the plane; third, it is shown
that metric rectification enables calibration of the internal
camera parameters; fourth, vanishing points are estimated
using a Maximum Likelihood estimator; fifth, an algorithm
for automatic rectification. Examples are given for a num-
ber of images, and applications demonstrated for texture
map acquisition and metric measurements.

1 Introduction

It is well known that under perspective imaging a plane
is mapped to the image by a plane projective transformation
(a homography) [13]. This transformation is used in many
areas of computer vision including planar object recogni-
tion [12], mosaicing [15], and photogrammetry [14]. The
projective transformation is determined uniquely if the Eu-
clidean world coordinates of four or more image points are
known. Once the transformation is determined, Euclidean
measurements, such as lengths and angles, can be made on
the world plane directly from image measurements. Fur-
thermore, the image can be rectified by a projective warping
to one that would have been obtained from a fronto-parallel
view of the plane (i.e. parallel to the image plane).

In this paper we show that it is not necessary to provide
the Euclidean coordinates of four points; instead metric

properties on the world plane, such as a length ratio and an
angle, can be used directly to partially determine the pro-
jective transformation up to a particular (metric) ambigu-
ity. This partial determination requires far less information
about the world plane to be known, but is neverless suffi-
cient to enable metric measurements of entities on the world
plane to be made from their images.

Collins and Beveridge [2] made a significant step in this
direction by showing that once the vanishing line of the
plane is identified, the transformation from world to image
plane can be reduced to an affinity. They used this result to
reduce the dimension of the search, from eight to six, in re-
gistering satellite images. We improve on this result in four
ways.

First, it is shown that by using known metric informa-
tion the affinity can be reduced to a similarity. Section 2.2
describes three cases of providing this metric information
from an image: a known angle, two equal though unknown
angles, and a known length ratio. Each of these constraints
can be represented simply as a circular constraint on two
unknown parameters, and a closed form solution obtained
by intersecting circles. This means that the problem of im-
age registration considered in [2] can be reduced to a four
dimensional search. Unlike the method of [2] no know-
ledge of the internal parameters of the camera is required.
Faugeras et al. [7] used similar constraints in a 3D context,
but only an iterative solution was given.

Second, in section 3, it is shown that an imaged plane
can be rectified directly from metric information, without
first identifying the vanishing line. This is illustrated for the
metric constraints arising from right angles on the plane.
Third, section 4, describes how the camera internal calibra-
tion parameters are constrained by the metric rectification
of a plane. Fourth, vanishing points are estimated using a
Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) described in sec-
tion 5.1. This substantially improves the accuracy of the
results.

In man made scenes there are often two dominant ortho-
gonal directions, for example aerial views of streets, interior



and exteriors of buildings. In this situation the vanishing
points can be obtained automatically, and metric rectifica-
tion is obtained up to a one dimensional ambiguity. This is
described in section 5.3. The methods are demonstrated in
section 6.

2 Stratification of projective rectification

As described by Koenderink [9] and Faugeras [6] metric
structure recovery can be stratified so that first affine and
then metric properties are determined. In this section we
follow their approach.

Points on the image plane, � , are related to points on the
world plane, ��� , as ��������� , where � and ��� are homo-
geneous 3-vectors. The projective transformation matrix �
can be decomposed (uniquely) into a concatenation of three
matrices, 	 , 
 and � , representing similarity, affine and ‘pure
projective’ transformation respectively:��� 	
��
where � � ���� � �� � ������������ ��
and � � �"! ���$#%���#&���('*) is the vanishing line of the plane. The
vector �+� is homogeneous and has two degrees of freedom.


 � �� �, -/., �� � �� � � ��
Again, this matrix has two degrees of freedom represented
by the parameters 0 and 1 . The geometric interpretation of
these parameters is that they specify the image of the cir-
cular points [13]. The circular points 2 and 3 are a pair of
complex conjugate points on the line at infinity which are
transformed from co-ordinates ! � #54768# � '8)

on the metric
plane to ! 0:9 6 1 # � # � '&)

on the affine plane. Their signi-
ficance lies in the fact that they are invariant to Euclidean
transformations. Once they are identified metric properties
of the plane are available. The final matrix in the decom-
position is a similarity transformation

	 �<;<=?> @A ) �CB
where > is a rotation matrix, @ a translation vector, and = an
isotropic scaling. There are four degrees of freedom.DFEHG I �KJMLON���JQPSR � �KT U�R �SJ 	WVYXZR

The first stage is to determine � , which requires identi-
fying the vanishing line �H� of the plane. The vanishing line

is the image of the line at infinity on the world plane. Paral-
lel lines on the world plane intersect at vanishing points in
the image, and the vanishing points lie on � � . Two or more
such points determine � � . Once � is determined the image
can be affine rectified (see figure 3), and affine properties
such as length ratios on parallel line segments measured.DFE�D I ��J[L 	WV\X]R �SJ^L^R ����T �

It is assumed in the following that the geometry has been
recovered up to an affine transformation by applying the
matrix � . Recovery of metric geometry requires an affine
transformation of the plane, 
 , that will restore angles and
length ratios for non-parallel segments. In the following
three methods of providing constraints on 0 and 1 are given.
These are:

1. A known angle between lines;

2. Equality of two (unknown) angles; and,

3. A known length ratio.

In each case it shown that the constraint is a circle. This
is in fact a circle in the complex plane since 0 and 1 are
originally real and imaginary components, and the circles
may be plotted on the plane with 0 as the real axis and 1
the imaginary. However, since 0 and 1 are real, the complex
interpretation is not significant in seeking a solution.
Known angle:
Suppose _ is the angle on the world plane between the
lines imaged as �+` and � a (here lines � are homogeneous 3-
vectors). Then it can be shown that 0 and 1 lie on the circle
with centre !�b . # b , ' �\! ! cedgf 'h # !�c - f 'h ikjSl _ '
and radius m �on ! c - f 'hqp*rts _ n
where cu� - � ` �(vw� ` � and fx� - � a �?v� a � are the line direc-
tions. Note, if _ �zy v h

the circle centre is on the 0 axis.
Equal (unknown) angles:
Suppose the angle on the world plane between two lines im-
aged with directions c �w# f � is the same as that between two
lines imaged with directions c �K# f � . Then it can be shown
that 0 and 1 lie on the circle with centre on the 0 axis!�b . # b , ' �{! c � f � - f � c �c � - f � - c � dgf � # � '
and squared radiusm � � ! c � f � - f � c �c � - f � - c � dgf � ' �

d ! c � - f �k' ! c � f � - c � f �('c � - f � - c � dgf � - c � f �



Known length ratio:
Suppose the length ratio of two non-parallel line segments
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Figure 1. Notation for line segments in the
known length ratio constraint.

is = on the world plane, and these line segments are imaged
as shown in figure 1. Writing

�����
for

��� � - ��� �
and sim-

ilarly for � , it can be shown that 0 and 1 lie on the circle
with centre on the 0 axis! b . # b , ' �{! ! ��� � � � � - = � ��� � � � �� � � � - = � � � � � # � '
and radius m �{n = ! ��� � � � � - ��� � � � � '� � � � - = � � � � � n
DFE
	 � J[X �����
	�THX � � J[L � THX 	 ��T JMX

Two (independent) constraints are always required to de-
termine 0 and 1 , and various combinations are illustrated in
figures 4 and 5. It should be noted that the constraints are
dependent on line orientation (in the affine rectified geo-
metry), and the same constraint circle results from any par-
allel line sets.

Most of the examples employ right angles, since these
are the most pervasive and useful angles in man made struc-
tures. For right angles the known angle constraint generates
circles with centres on the 0 axis. Similarly, the known
length ratio and equal (arbitrary) angle constraints also gen-
erate circles with centres on the 0 axis. Having all the con-
straint circles with centres on the same axis simplifies ob-
taining solutions because the constraint circles are symmet-
ric with respect to this axis, and only intersections in the
upper half plane need be considered.

3 Unstratified rectification

The previous section described a two step rectification
process applying constraints sequentially on the projective
and affine components of the rectification homography. It

is possible, however, to determine the parameters of 
�� dir-
ectly from metric information, without first using affine in-
formation, such as parallelism, to determine � from the van-
ishing line. In general direct application of the metric con-
straints generates non-linear constraints on the parameters.
However, for orthogonal lines the constraint on the four rec-
tification parameters is linear.

To obtain a linear constraint the parameters are repres-
ented by the conic � which is dual to the circular points.
This conic is defined as � � 283 ) d 3 2 ) [16], and is rep-
resented by a rank two ��� matrix. Once the image of �
is determined, the imaged circular points are also determ-
ined. From section 2, the circular points are imaged on the
vanishing line at !&! 0 9 6 1 ' � � #�� � # - 0 � � - � � 9 6 1 � � '*)

Con-
sequently, once the circular points are determined the recti-
fication parameters � � and and 0 # 1 can be computed.

It can be shown that orthogonal lines are conjugate wrt � ,
i.e. satisfy � ` ) ��� a � �

for orthogonal lines � ` and � a . Each
pair of orthogonal lines thus places a linear constraint on
� . Five orthogonal line pairs, i.e. five right angles, are suf-
ficient to determine � linearly, provided lines of more than
two orientations are included. Alternatively, � is determ-
ined by four orthogonal line pairs together with the rank
two constraint, but the solution is non-linear.

4 Application to camera calibration

Caprile and Torre [1] have shown that three vanishing
points for orthogonal directions allows partial calibration of
a camera from a single view. The calibration method fol-
lows a construction showing that the principal point of the
camera is at the orthocentre of the triangle which has the
vanishing points as its vertices. This relies on prior meas-
urement of the aspect ratio and the assumption that the im-
age skew is zero.

Metric rectification of a plane also partially determines
camera calibration. The five internal calibration parameters
can be computed from the image of the absolute conic [5],
and hence are determined once the imaged absolute conic
is determined. The imaged circular points lie on the image
of the absolute conic, and these points are known for a rec-
tified plane. Each rectified plane then provides 2 points on
the conic and thus 2 linear constraints on the conic. In the
absence of additional constraints, 5 points, that is three non-
parallel planes are required for camera calibration. If prior
information about the camera is available, such as the aspect
ratio or skew, only two non-parallel planes are required.



5 Implementation Details

�FEHG � 	�XZT ��� THX��\N JMTHX � R ���KTHL 	��KT+J[X
A vanishing point is determined by the intersection of

two imaged parallel lines. The intersection of the lines � �
and � � is simply � � � � � � � . Generally, there are more than
two imaged parallel lines available and the vanishing point
is thus over constrained.

The presence of measurement error (‘noise’) results in
a set of line segments which do not intersect precisely in
a point. A number of approaches to estimating the vanish-
ing point have been proposed. A simple approach is the
calculation of a weighted mean of all pairwise line inter-
sections [1]. More elaborate has been the application of
Bayesian statistics to error in projective spaces. Assuming a
Bingham probability density function and mapping clusters
of line intersection points to the unit sphere, a vanishing
point is estimated as the point that minimises the sum of
weighted orthogonal distances to the observed cluster [3].

In contrast to this, we define and implement a ML estim-
ate of the vanishing point in order to minimize the errors
where they occur: in the image. We have found empiric-
ally that this estimator significantly improves the accuracy
of the metric rectification.

Suppose there are ��� h
line segments �
	 and we seek

to estimate the vanishing point � . The ML estimate of the
vanishing point �� involves finding also an estimate of the
line segments � � 	 such that �� lies on each line � � 	 and the line
set  � � 	�� minimizes the Malhanobis distance from $� 	�� .

It is assumed that the error in the fitted line segments can
be modelled by isotropic mean zero Gaussian noise on the
end points. If the end points of � are � ` and � a , (figure 2),
then the MLE minimizes� ��� 	��

� � ! � � 	 # � `	 ' d �
� � ! � � 	 # � a	 '

subject to the constraints ���� � ��	 � � #�� 6
, where �

� !�� # � ' is
the perpendicular image distance between the point � and
line � . An alternative cost function under different noise
assumptions is given by Kanatani [8].

The cost function is minimized as follows: Given �� it can
be shown that the cost

� ! �� '
can be obtained in closed form.� ! �� '

can then be minimized over �� using the Levenberg-
Marquart numerical algorithm [11]. An initial solution for ��
is obtained from the null vector of the matrix ! � �w# � �# �����*� � '
via singular value decomposition.

�FE�D � L 	��[R�� 	���N THX �
Images are warped by applying the inverse homography

to each pixel in the target image. The intensity at the source
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Figure 2. Geometry of the ML cost function.

point in the original image is determining by bilinear inter-
polation. In order to automate the warping and ensure that
the convex hull of the original image is correctly mapped
into the rectangle of the target image, it is necessary to use
oriented projective geometry [10].

�FE
	 �"! �SJML 	��KT � # R �SR � �KT+J[X J%$ U 	�X T �&�ZTHX �N J[THX ��� 	�X #oJ ���'�]J(��JMX 	*)+# T ��R � �KT+J[X �
Automation of the correction process is achieved by de-

tecting the two dominant directions of lines in the image,
and assuming that these directions are orthogonal in the
plane. The dominant directions are obtained from a fre-
quency histogram on line direction (orientation), with the
frequency weighted by segment length. Typically the his-
togram is bimodal, and is readily segmented. The lines in
each dominant direction are assumed to be parallel and a
vanishing point determined. The resulting affine image is
likewise searched for dominant directions, and lines in the
two directions constrained to be at right angles. Since this
only provides one constraint on the affine parameters, there
is an ambiguity in relative scale. Example histograms are
given in figure 7. Note that while the histogram approach
lends itself well to the detection of dominant directions of
parallel lines in affine images, it is less well suited to van-
ishing point detection. The projective distortion of paral-
lel lines results in distributed histogram maxima, such as a
double peak in the presence of two widely spaced clusters of
lines. More robust vanishing point detection may be accom-
plished with application of techniques such as the Hough
Transform, as for example in [2] and [17].

Any point on the circle constraint chosen for the affine
parameters will make those lines orthogonal, the choice of
point determining the relative scaling in the two dominant
directions. In the absence of any affine distortion, the para-
meters would have value ! � # � '%)

, so the point on the con-
straint circle closest to the point ! � # � '%)

is chosen for the
correction.

6 Examples and applications

Texture map acquisition. This example illustrates the
variety of constraints available for metric rectification in the



case of a texture with rich geometry. Figure 3 shows the first
stage where parallel lines are selected (manually) and used
to determine the image of the line at infinity.

The three types of constraint and the resulting circles are
illustrated in figure 4. Application of the direct (unstrati-
fied) method of section 3 using three of the light squares as
constraints results in a metric image visually indistinguish-
able from figure 4(c). The angle between lines labelled 1a
and 1b, for example, differs by 0.44

�
between the metric

images obtained using the stratified approach (shown) and
a metric image obtained by the direct approach. Note that
the orthogonality of these lines was used as a constraint in
both cases. The rectified lines are not precisely orthogonal
since both rectifications are overconstrained.

Using repeated elements. Repeated planar structure,
where a feature appears at different orientations, allows use
of the length ratio and equal angle constraints for unknown
lengths and angles. Figure 5 (a) is an image of a rose win-
dow with twelve repetitions of the window segments. The
line at infinity is found from parallel lines in the overall
structure. The affine parameters are found, for demonstra-
tion purposes, only from a minimal set of constraints taking
the indicated pairs of angles to be of equal magnitude. The
resulting constraint circles and rectified image appear in fig-
ure 5 (b) and (c).

Euclidean measurements. Figure 6 demonstrates that
Euclidean measurements may be made from an image once
the homography is known up to a Euclidean ambiguity. The
homography ( ��
 ) in this case is obtained from the orthogon-
ality and length ratio of the inner goal area. Overall scaling
( = ), allowing true world measurement from the image, fol-
lows from setting the scaling for one of the known lengths
in the image.

Automatic metric rectification. Figure 7 is rectified
automatically using dominant line orientation in histo-
grams. The histograms for both stages are shown, with clear
separation of dominant direction peaks. Line orientation is
computed over the range - y v h

to y v h
and ‘wraps around’,

i.e. - y v h
and y v h

identify the same orientation.

7 Extensions

1. Lens distortion has been ignored throughout this paper.
Where necessary the approach of Devernay and Faugeras
[4] may be applied to remove radial distortion.
2. The symmetry of planar objects and circles can also be
used to constrain rectification.
3. The MLE has so far been implemented for vanishing
points from a set of line segments only. In cases where the

vanishing line is over constrained, i.e. there are more than
two vanishing points available, the line itself can be estim-
ated using MLE.
4. Similarly, a ML estimator can be applied to the solution
for ! 0 # 1 '

when more than two constraints are available.
5. The ideas developed in this paper can be extended to
three dimensional structure, where metric rectification is of
3D projective structure obtained from uncalibrated images.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Affine rectification of a patterned floor. (a) The original image. (b) Line segments detected
by Canny edge detection at sub-pixel accuracy; worm segmentation; and, fitting by orthogonal
regression. Two parallel line sets (in white) intersect in two vanishing points, and determine the
imaged line at infinity. The vanishing points are found by MLE. (c) The rectified affine image.
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Figure 4. Metric rectification following figure 3(c). (a) Lines segments used to provide constraints.
The lines shown in white are known to be in pairs at right angles. (b) Constraint circles in the 0 - 1
plane. The orthogonality of line pairs (1a, 1b), (3a, 3b) and (4a, 4b) gives the same circle (up to noise).
The orthogonality of pair (2a, 2b) (which are not parallel to the first three) generates a different circle.
The constraint of equal angle between pairs (1a, 1b) and (2a,2b) also generates a different circle. The
constraint from unity length ratio of the sides of the squares bounded by (1a, 1b) and (4a, 4b) is also
given. (c) The rectified metric image. Note that accuracy of the squares and circles demonstrate that
a good estimation of the metric plane is achieved.
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Figure 5. Rectification using repeated elements in a rose window. (a) The repetition of structure in
the window allows application of the equal angles constraint for pairs 1 and 2. The true angle need
not be known. (b) Constraint circles for the equal angle pairs. (c) The metric image.



(a) (b)

Figure 6. Measurement of Euclidean quantities following perspective rectification. (a) Scene from
an infamous England World Cup victory. Perspective correction using the parallel lines and known
length ratio of the goal area, allows measurement in the plane from the perspective image. (b)
Measurements of the goal area, a shadow and the approximate height of a fallen defender.
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Figure 7. Bimodal histogram dominant direction detection. (a) Original image. (b) Orientation histo-
gram of fitted lines in the original image. (c) Orientation histogram of fitted lines in the affine image
(without edge length scaling). Note the sharpening around the modes.

(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) Automated rectification. (b) Rectification with the correct relative scaling using a
measured ratio of lengths of one of the windows. Note the slight difference in scaling.


